
 

 

Wisdom Gate
Communications

...reaching the world with goodnews

Dear Sir/Ma, 

ADVERTISE ON WIGRADIO TO MILLIONS OF AUDIENCE ACROSS 127 COUNTRIES 

WiGRadio is the leading online gospel radio station reaching the world with good news. In over 7 years 

of existence, we have been able to reach over 127 countries and recorded millions of social media 

impacts. These pool of online impact makes the promotion of your brand/products and/or services viable 

for a ready people who are committed to taking action on the media contents pushed out by WiGRadio. 

WiGRadio is non-denominational and interdenominational and has a wide reach of audience across the 

world. 

The best global brands explore advertising to communicate information, create ground for personal 

selling, educate potential clients to make informed buying decisions, creates a brand image for the 

product or services, and builds goodwill. Jesus was good in advertising the gospel of the Kingdom which 

explains why there are over 2 billion Christians on planet earth today. It was Jesus that said “God is not 

a secret to be kept. We’re going public with this, as public as a city on a hill.” (Matt5:15, MSG). 

WiGRadio is set to help your product and services get exposed to the world and keep it on the hilltop 

and the lampstand where it can be easily seen. 

With great success at running broadcasts and promoting Christian brands over the years through a team 

of media professionals with vast experience and spiritual insight, we have what it takes to reach more 

potential clients with your services We have attached a list of the services we would offer and the cost  

We look forward to hearing from you soon. Please feel free to ask any question or make any request by 

replying this mail. Together we can reach the world with good news. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Olawale Perfect Lawal, 

C.E.O., Wisdom Gate Radio 

+2348039701132, olawaleperfect@gmail.com 

 

mailto:olawaleperfect@gmail.com


 

ADVERT RATE 

 

BASIC PLAN INTERMEDIATE PLAN ADVANCED PLAN 

Creation of audio voice over/jingle 
promoting the product/service 

Creation of audio voice over/jingle 
promoting the product/service 

Creation of audio voice over/jingle 
promoting the product/service 

Airing of Jingle for a duration of 7 

(seven) days 
Airing of jingle for a duration of 14 

(fourteen) days 
Airing of Jingle for a duration of 30 

(thirty) days 

A live interview of 15 minutes to talk 
about the product/service. 

A live interview of 30 minute to talk 
about the product/service. 

A live broadcast of 45 minutes to 
talk about the product/service. 

 Creation of free landing page on 
WiGRadio website to give detailed 
information about the product/service 

Creation of free landing page on 
WiGRadio website to give detailed 
information about the product/service 

 Creation of free download link for 

the interview on WiGRadio website 

Creation of free download link for 

the interview on WiGRadio website 

 Addition of recorded interview to 

database for regular airplay at random 
broadcast times 

Addition of recorded interview to 

database for regular airplay at 
random broadcast times 

Tweeting to a potential reach of 

100,000 

Tweeting to a potential reach of 

250,000 

Tweeting to a potential reach of at 

least 500,000 

Social Media Publicity across other 

social media handles of WiGRadio 

Social Media Publicity across other 

social media handles of WiGRadio 

Social Media Publicity across other 

social media handles of WiGRadio 

 Facebook sponsored advert 

targeting a reach of 2000 via 

WiGRadio Facebook Page 

Facebook sponsored advert 

targeting a reach of 5000 via 

WiGRadio Facebook Page 
 

 
Cost: 

N7,000 (Seven thousand 
naira only) 

 
Cost: 

N12,000 (Twelve thousand 
naira only) 

 
Cost: 

N20,000 (Twenty 
thousand naira only) 

 

 

 

 

All Payments can be made to any of the following accounts 

GTBank, Wisdom Gate Communications (Current Account) 0212777162 or 

Union Bank, Wisdom Gate Communications (Current Account) 0038422859. 

For more information, you can contact us via wisdomgategroup@gmail.com, 

+2348164445960 or +2348039701132. 
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